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Abstract. The progress achieved in biology during the last century has led to
development of mathematical and computer modelling of functioning regulatory

mechanisms (regulatorika) in molecular-genetic processes in living systems. In this
work we consider one of the possible methods for mathematical and computer mod-
elling of molecular-genetic systems regulatorika. The corresponding equations (in the
class of delay functional-differential equations) are developed, using the approaches by
B.Goodwin, Bl. Sendov, M. Eigen, B.A. Ratner, and taking into account of tempo-
rary relations, presence of multifunctional feedback and cooperative nature of processes
in cell’s regulatory loops. Results on the regulatorika for uniform molecular-genetic
systems, as well as the problem of the origin and development of hierarchical molecular-
genetic systems are considered. Results of using the considered method for analyzing
cell’s molecular-genetic systems in the presence of the alien genes (on the example of
hepatic cell infections by hepatitis B virus) are given.

1 Introduction The analysis of main protein-ferments participating in the specific func-
tioning of cells in a multicellular organism shows, that each cell contains different complex
of protein molecules, though all cells have the same set of chromosomes and, consequently,
identical genetic information [1, 2, 3]. It happens because in eukaryotic cells there is mech-
anism of hierarchical organizations of molecular-genetic system, regulating genes activity:
which groups of genes at the moment must be active and which genes should be in the
inactive condition. Existence of biochemical properties and processes, inherent all cells of
the organism (syntheses of energy proteins, amino acid, to maintain and build membrane,
etc) shows that there are universal groups of genes functioning in all cells regardless of
specialization. Remaining part of genes consists of groups of general genes (its operation
depends on activity conditions in universal groups of genes), containing information on
general functions characteristic for many, but not all cells and groups of specific genes (its
functioning depends on activity conditions of universal and general genes groups), keeping
information on strictly specific functions of concrete cells [4]. Under such approach, the
whole cell genome of multicellular organism works as evolutionary established hierarchical
system of universal, general and specific genes groups (Figure 1).

Hierarchical organization of molecular-genetic systems is of the utmost importance in
regulatorika of intracellular processes and cellular functions. Their account makes it possible
to carry out studying mechanisms of origin, existence and development of living systems
when quantitatively analyzing activity patterns of molecular-genetic systems. In this work
we develop the mathematical modelling of genes activity (section 2), possible equations of
molecular-genetic systems regulatorika (sections 3,4) and certain problems concerning the
mathematical and computer modelling of hierarchical molecular-genetic systems (sections
5,6).
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Figure 1: Structural-functional organization of cell genome.

2 Development of modelling molecular-genetic systems regulatorika by ordi-
nary differential equations (ODE) The intensive development of quantitative methods
for the analysis of regulation mechanisms of genetic systems [5, 6, 7, 8], observed in the
last decade, is basically conditioned by outstanding achievements in studying structural-
functional organization of processes which occur in a cell’s molecular-genetic system [9, 10,
11], as well as by a wide intrusion of cybernetical concepts, mathematical ideas and methods
into molecular biology. Objects formalization in the mathematical and computer modelling
of regulatorika of molecular-genetic system is realized within the bounds of mathematical
biology, biocybernetics and bioinformatics. There are many different approaches for quanti-
tatively studying the functioning regularities of molecular-genetic systems [12, 13, 14]. The
mathematical and computer modelling of regulatorika of molecular-genetic systems using
ODE is probably by now a routine method. B. Goodwin’s work [15] is one of the first
works, based on the operon idea by F. Jakob and J. Monod [9] and contains elementary
differential equations of cellular functions regulatory system (Figure 2). In Figure 2, Li de-
notes genetic locus, where there occurs the RNA molecules (Xi) synthesis, incoming in the
cellular organoid R - ribosome, where there occurs the specific protein (Yi) synthesis. On
a certain section C in the cell this protein regulates metabolism degree, acting as ferment.
Under ferment activity the metabolite Mi, which closes the feedback loop, is produced, as
its parts return to the genetic locus Li and operate there as a repressor [15]. Based on ODE,
M. Eigen, B.A. Ratner and their followers [16, 17] describe the dynamics of informational
macromolecules community in the course of evolution - hypercycles and sysers. These mod-
els propose that the macromolecules synthesis is far from steady state, and occurs only in
complex of matrix and ferments carrying out this synthesis. In general view the dynamics
of informational macromolecules community can be described by the following system [16]:
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Figure 2: Diagram of elementary regulatory system of cellular functions - systems of protein
synthesis - and its simple equations (by B. Goodwin [15]).

dXi

dt
= (AiQi − Di)Xi +

∑

k 6=i

ωikXk + Fi, (2)

∑

k

Xk = const ≡ C.

Here Xi is a concentration of i-th informational macromolecules community; AiQiXi and
DiXi expresses formation and decay of i-th informational macromolecules community, ac-
cordingly; ωik denotes individual rate of mutations; Fi determines outflow velocity of reac-
tions products (i, k = 1, 2, .., N).

The mathematical models of molecular-genetic systems based on ODE were repeatedly
improved [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23] in the sequel. Bl. Sendov and R. Tsanev [18] have shown a
possibility for making a models, which imitate acting regulatory system of cellular functions,
tissue’s cells groups using systems of nonlinear ODE like (1). J. Smith has modified the
equation (1) by taking into account the delay in the regulation loop of cell biosynthetic
processes [21]. Using the considered models, the mechanisms of malignant growth in liver
[19], regulation of biosynthetic functions [20], metabolic systems [24], rhythmical processes
[25] have been quantitatively investigated; mechanisms of probionts, phages’s molecular-
genetic systems have been studied and similar evolutionary problems have been considered
[16, 17]. Improved versions of equations (1) taking into account the cooperativity, end
product inhibition and temporal mutual relations in cell regulatorika system were applied
for quantitative analyzing gene control mechanisms [21], cell’s malignant growth [26], cell
function regulatorika and cellular communities [26, 27, 28, 29]. In the following sections
we consider a possible method for modelling molecular-genetic system regulatorika in the
class of functional-differential equations and its application for quantitative studying of
hierarchical molecular-genetic systems regulatorika.

3 Functional-differential equations of molecular-genetic systems regulatorika
The main equations of molecular-genetic systems, in the most general aspects, have the
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following form
dxi(t)

dt
= aiFi(x1, x2, ..., xn) − bixi, (3)

i = 1, 2, ..., n

where x = (x1, x2, ..., xn) is a vector of molecular-genetic system products concentra-
tions; Fi = (x1, x2, ..., xn) : Rn → R are functions which express activity degree by i-th
molecular-genetic elements; ai, bi are nonnegative constants of ”synthesis” and ”decay” for
i-th molecular-genetic element products, i = 1, 2, ..., n.

Since the equations of type (3) appeared in B. Goodwin’s work [15], the functions Fi (i =
1, 2, ..., n) are the most subject to improvement. In choosing the functions Fi, starting from
functioning regularities for the considered class of molecular-genetic systems, the influence
from stimulating and inhibitory factors on molecular-genetic systems functioning in different
cases are taken into account [18, 19, 22, 25, 26, 28, 30]. One of the possible variants (3)-
like-equations, applying for mathematical and computer modelling regulation mechanisms
of molecular-genetic systems, can be general regulatorika equations [22, 26, 28, 30]. In this
case, with taking into account the following characteristics for molecular-genetic systems:

• the biologically reasonable genetic text’s appearance in the cells, without the partici-
pating living system’s genetic apparatus, is absent;

• the genetic processes in the cells are subordinated to a united regulation system: ini-
tiations, transcriptions and translations of genes; forming the active protein -ferments
and their operation; forming effector complexes and repressors;

• genetic process regulation, occurring in cells, can be realized autonomously

the mathematical and computer models for molecular-genetic systems regulatorika can be
based (in accordance with (3)) on the following equations:

θi

h

dxi(t)

dt
= AN

i (X(t − 1)) exp

(

−

N
∑

k=1

δikxk(t − 1)

)

− xi(t) (4)

with

AN
i (X(t − 1)) =

N
∑

j=1





N
∑

k1,...,kj=1

γik1,...,kj

j
∏

m=1

xkm
(t − 1)



,

where xi(t) is the value which characterizes m-RNA count, transcribed from i-th gene
at time t; θi express average time of genes products vital activity; h is the feedback time in
considered molecular-genetic systems; γik1,...,kj

are the induction matrix elements and δik

are repression matrix elements of intergenic mutual relations; ik1,...,kj
, i, j, kj = 1, 2, ..., N.

Elements of the vector Mc(C1, C2, ..., CN ) of the molecular-genetic systems relationships
with external medium are calculated by the formula

Ci =

∞
∫

0

...

∞
∫

0

AN
i (S) exp



−

N
∑

j=1

δikSj



 dS1...dSN − 1. (5)

This vector outlines the boundaries of admissible values for equation coefficients of genetic
processes regulatorika. System (4) belongs to the class of delayed functional-differential
equations and if we have continuous functions on initial time segment, then its continuous
solution can be obtained by consequent integration method [31, 32].
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4 Regulatorika equations of homogeneous molecular-genetic systems As ex-
pected, the evolutionary development of molecular-genetic system regulatorika began from
homogeneous molecular-genetic systems. Let us consider the equations of a possible ho-
mogeneous (associative, inter-conjugate and self-conjugate) molecular-genetic system based
on (4) and (5). For qualitative studying of the functioning of associative molecular-genetic
system we offer the following equations on the basis of (4)

θi

h

dXi(t)

dt
=

n
∑

j=1

aijXj(t − 1) exp

(

−

n
∑

k=1

Xk(t − 1)

)

− Xi(t) (6)

with vector elements Mc (see (5))

Ci =

n
∑

j=1

aij − 1.

i = 1, 2, ..., n

In (6), θi expresses the average vital activity time of gene products; h is the feedback time
of molecular-genetic systems regulatorika; aij are parameters describing the i-th product
formation by j-th gene.

For the functioning of inter-conjugated molecular-genetic systems it is necessary to have
all the genes products. We have

Λn
i (X(t − h)) = ai

n
∏

j=1

Xi(t − h);

θi

h

dXi(t)

dt
= ai





n
∏

j=1

Xi(t − h)



 exp

(

−

n
∑

k=1

Xk(t − h)

)

− Xi(t); (7)

Ci = ai − 1.

i = 1, 2, ..., n

If there is balance with the external medium (Ci = 0; i = 1, 2, ..., n) then the right part
of (7) doesn’t have arbitrary constants. In some cases for functioning molecular-genetic
systems it is necessary to have n products of the same gene (here n can be associated with
the Hill coefficient). Then all genes have identical activity and

θi

h

dXi(t)

dt
= aiX

n
j (t − 1) exp

(

−

n
∑

k=1

Xk(t − 1)

)

− Xi(t);

Ci = ai

∞
∫

0

Sn
j exp

(

−

n
∑

k=1

Sk

)

dS1...dSn − 1.

i, j = 1, 2, ..., n

This leads to the following regulatorika equations for self-conjugated molecular-genetic sys-
tem (n is the self-conjugate degree)

θ

h

dX(t)

dt
= aXn(t − 1)e−nX(t−1)

− X(t); (8)
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C = a

∞
∫

0

Sne−nSdS − 1.

Here θ, h are the parameters of average vital time for molecular-genetic system products
and feedback system; a, n are the parameters of resource-provision and self-conjugate of
molecular-genetic system. The equations (6), (7) and (8) were used for model studying
the concrete molecular-genetic systems which accordingly have the following properties:
additivity, inter-conjugate and self-conjugate [21, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 33]. In the following
sections possible applicability of the equations (7) and (8) for analyzing main regularities
in regulatorika of uniform and hierarchical molecular-genetic systems will be considered.

5 Qualitative analyzing uniform self-conjugated molecular-genetic systems Based
on the results of the analyzing regulatorika systems [28, 33] we suppose that initial develop-
ment of molecular-genetic systems regulatorika is realized from associative to inter-conjugate
and hereinafter to self-conjugate systems. In this case the studying general regularities of
further evolutionary developments of molecular-genetic systems can be realized using equa-
tions (8).

Within the framework of the given problem the value h is defined by means of feedback
common time in the considered biosystem population with given type of molecular-genetic
system and consequently θ ≪ h. Then, qualitative analyzing characteristic solutions (8)
can be realized by the following functional equations [28, 29, 33]

X(t) = aXn(t − 1)en(1−X(t−1)) (9)

and its discrete analogue
Xk+1 = aXn

k en(1−Xk). (10)

If the analyzed molecular-genetic system is in equilibrium with the external medium, then
we have

Xk+1 = (nn/(n − 1)!)Xn
k en(1−Xk).

When n ≫ 1 using Stirling’s approximation [33] we have

Xk+1 =
√

n/2πXn
k en(1−Xk), (11)

where Xk expresses product count, outputting by molecular-genetic system on k-th step.
Analyzing (11) solutions behavior we show [28, 33] that the solutions are in the first quadrant
of phase space when parameters values and initial conditions are non-negative; infinitely
distant points are unstable; it is possible that there exist stable trivial steady state - trivial
attractor (for all n ≥ 1), unstable positive steady state (α) and positive attractors (β) if n ≥

6. The basin β-attractor is area of possible regulatorika for hierarchical molecular-genetic
systems. Results of the qualitative studying solutions (10)-(11) in the β-attractor basin have
shown that there is sufficiently complex behavior of the considered models for regulatorika of
self-conjugated molecular-genetic systems (Figure 3). Besides periodic functioning regimes
there can exists irregular oscillations (where Lyapunov exponent L(β) > 0; see Table 1)
and ”black hole” effect [28, 29, 33]. In this case, the last effect consists of appearance the
destructive changes in the system and is expressed by oscillations failure [34] - solutions
tend into the trivial attractor.

The studying solutions (11) conducted on PC using Lamerey diagrams construction,
calculations of Lyapunov exponent, Hausdorff and high dimensions (based on [34]) show
the existence of irregular oscillations when n ≥ 11 and the appearance of a ”black hole”
effect when n > 12. Consequently, stable self-conjugated molecular-genetic systems, which
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Figure 3: Parametric portrait (10). A is the trivial attractor area, B is the area of stationary
modes, C is the auto-oscillations area, D is the area of irregular oscillations, E is the ”black
hole” area.

Table 1: Positive steady states and Lyapunov exponent self-conjugated molecular-genetic
systems calculated based on (11).

n 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
α 0.7197 0.6989 0.6937 0.6936 0.6955 0.6987 0.7020
β 0.9637 1.0379 1.0859 1.1184 1.1416 1.1585 1.1714

L(β) -1.3945 -1.3265 -0.3747 -0.1614 -0.1113 +0.3794 +0.6806

are in the equilibrium with the external medium, can exist under 6 ≤ n ≤ 12 only, moreover
under 6 ≤ n < 9 their regulatorika is characterized by stable stationary behavior, under
9 ≤ n < 11 regulatorika is characterized by stable regular oscillations, if 11 ≤ n ≤ 12 there
are irregular oscillations.

Thereby, within the framework of the accepted suggestions, based on the studies results
we can get the following effects comparatively evolutionary stable molecular-genetic systems:
they have genes from six to twelve in number, if genes in number are greater than twelve
then the systems are organized by the hierarchical type, if genes in number are less than
eight then the systems basically have stable stationary activity, if genes in number are
greater than eight then we have behavior in the manner of irregular oscillations.

6 Modelling regulatorika of hierarchical molecular-genetic systems In general
cases the regulatorika of hierarchical molecular-genetic systems can be investigated using
(4). The equations of inter-conjugate molecular-genetic systems type (7) are elementary
equations and available for modelling hierarchical molecular-genetic systems. When con-
structing the regulatorika equations of hierarchical molecular-genetic systems it is necessary
to take into account consequent dependence molecular-genetic systems activity of primitive
hierarchical level on molecular-genetic systems activity of higher hierarchical level. Let us
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consider this on the example of constructing elementary regulatorika equations of eukary-
otic cells genome with taking into account common hierarchical levels (universal, general
and specific genetic systems). For the simplicity we present each level as one genetic sys-
tem. Then as the simplest regulatorika equations for considered molecular-genetic system
we have

θ1

h

dX(t)

dt
= aX(t − 1)e−ω(t)

− X(t);

θ2

h

dY (t)

dt
= bX(t− 1)Y (t − 1)e−ω(t)

− Y (t); (12)

θ3

h

dZ(t)

dt
= cX(t − 1)Y (t − 1)Z(t − 1)e−ω(t)

− Z(t);

ω(t) = X(t − 1) + Y (t − 1) + Z(t − 1),

where X(t), Y (t), Z(t) are values, characterizing common m-RNA count for universal, gen-
eral and specific genetic systems products at time t; θ1, θ2, θ3 are parameters, expressing
”lifetime” for molecular-genetic systems products; h is the time, necessary for fulfilling feed-
back in cell; a, b, c are rate constants of product formation for considered genetic systems.

Let us consider functional-differential equations for regulatorika of inter-conjugate molec-
ular genetic systems (7) and (12) for investigating the hepatitis B development mechanism,
which is one of the actual medical problems in viral hepatology [35]. The analysis of
possible equations variants and preliminary studying its behavior using mathematical and
virology viewpoints shows [36] that it is necessary to take into account specific aspects of
interconnected activity between hepatocyte and hepatitis virus molecular-genetic systems.
Especially, we must take into consideration independent functioning hepatocyte, hepatitis
B virus genome adoption ability into hepatocyte genome and dependence of hepatitis B
virus activity on conditions of hepatocyte intracellular medium.

Subject to aforesaid, the elementary system of regulatorika equations for interconnected
activity between hepatocyte and hepatitis B viruses molecular-genetic systems on the basis
of (7) has the form

θ1

h

dX(t)

dt
= aX2(t − 1)e−X(t−1)−cY (t−1)

− X(t);

(13)

θ2

h

dY (t)

dt
= bX(t− 1)Y (t − 1)e−dX(t−1)−Y (t−1)

− Y (t),

where X(t), Y (t) are values, characterizing hepatocyte and hepatitis B virus molecular-
genetic systems activity, accordingly; θ1, θ2 are parameters, expressing products ”lifetime”
of hepatocyte and hepatitis B virus molecular-genetic systems; h is the time necessary for
feedback fulfilment in the considered systems; a, b are velocity constants of product forma-
tion in the considered genetic systems; c, d are parameters, expressing repression degree
in hepatocyte and hepatitis B virus molecular-genetic systems; all parameters are positive.
Qualitative study (13) shows that there are stable trivial and complex positive attractors.
Analysis of character solutions (13), using the methods for qualitative analyzing functional-
differential equations and results of computer studies, shows that there is parameters values
ensemble under which there exists hepatocyte genome domination. The most interesting
case when there is joint activity regime between hepatocyte and hepatitis B virus genomes
(chronic hepatitis B) (Figure 4). Under certain values of the functional-differential equa-
tions system parameters (13) the positive attractor is stable (Figure 4) and its stability
loss is realized by Hopf bifurcations by beginnings of stable, regular oscillations. Results of
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computer studies have shown that in the interconnected symbiotic activity between hepato-
cyte and hepatitis B virus there are irregular oscillation regimes(dynamic chaos) and ”black
hole” effect (Figure 5). In the last case, there exist oscillations failure and solutions (13)
tend to trivial attractor (Figure 5: c, d).

Figure 4: Symbiotic regime in ”hepatocyte-hepatitis B virus” system (13).

Our research using PC showed that in dynamic chaos area there are small regions (r-
windows), in which the solutions (13) behavior have regular character. That indicates that
there exists possibility for effective controlling hepatocyte molecular-genetic systems regu-
latorika for the purpose of getting its normal functioning. Entry in the area of irregular
oscillations can be forecasted: splash series of Lyapunov exponents (Hopf bifurcations by
Feigenbaum scenario) precede this occurrence [34]. Splash can be fixed by analyzing so-
lutions using PC. This allows to forecast a coming the destructive changes in hepatocyte
under the hepatitis B virus influence, to realize a diagnostics and forecasting specific stages
in disease current under infection by hepatitis B virus.

7 Conclusion Mathematical and computer modelling cell’s molecular-genetic systems
regulatorika of multicellular organisms supposes accounting their hierarchical organizations.
This can be reached by constructing the equations of molecular-genetic systems regulatorika
based on the general functional-differential equations of regulatorika.

The obtained equations allow conducting the quantitative studying hierarchical molecular-
genetic systems origin and developments, mathematical and computer modelling regula-
torika of concrete molecular-genetic systems at the norm and at the interaction with alien
genes.

Mathematical and computer modelling regulatorika of interconnected activity between
hepatocytes and hepatitis B virus molecular-genetic systems shows possibility to quantita-
tively diagnose consequent regimes of this hierarchical process development.
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